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摘要
















   第二部分为正文，由三章组成。





































   最后一部分为结语。对全文的论述进行总结，概括“红色经典”中有关知识分
子的话语与主流政治对知识分子定位之间的差异和偏离，指出“十七年”文学中的
知识分子未必都是被压抑的形象, 而是呈现出一定程度的暧昧性和复杂性。















         
         
Abstract
   Intellectuals of the Seventeen Years (the seventeen years since the founding of
the People’s Republic of China) appear to be obedient because of political
pressure; however, there exists divergence from mainstream political culture in
literary works. The purpose of this paper is to explore and name the divergence in
literary works of the Seventeen Years.
   This paper is divided into three parts.
   The preface part explains the terms such as intellectual, implicit intellectual
discourse and red classics. It then illustrates research background and
motivation. Besides, the related literature is reviewed. At last, it introduces
research method, framework and significance of this paper.
   The main part consists of three chapters. Based on the analysis of the policies
on intellectuals during the period from the foundation of the Communist Party to
the Seventeen Years and Mao Zedong’s views on intellectuals, the first chapter
holds that the intellectuals are neglected and even depreciated in the Seventeen
Years. The second chapter analyzes the position of intellectuals in mainstream
political context and explores the reasons why the intellectuals accept such a
position. The third chapter conducts a careful study of the descriptions of
intellectuals in three novels, Red Sun, Red Crag and Red Flag Pedigree in order
to discover implicit intellectual discourse and the reasons of its existence.
   The conclusion part summarizes the difference between the position of
intellectuals in discourse of red classics and that in mainstream discourse. It
emphasizes the vagueness and complexity of intellectuals in literature of the
Seventeen Years.
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